
Elective Care Recovery across the UK

Consultant Connect works with multiple trusts at scale and our Referral Triage 
service has been incredibly effective in driving more efficient patient pathways and 

ensuring the most effective use of clinical resources.

24,229 referrals triaged to date £1.16 million NHS savings to date*

Press coverage is very positive
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“Our work with Consultant Connect has been incredibly effective in driving more efficient 
patient pathways and ensuring the most effective use of our clinical resources. The operational 
team have always been very responsive and flexible to our needs, and all the clinicians who delivered 
the referral triage provided excellent input, in some cases going above and beyond the ask and 
offering suggestions as to how we could improve our patient pathways in order to reduce the 
time to diagnosis and treatment. We’re looking forward to continuing to work with Consultant Connect 
in the coming months to support our work to reduce the time our patients are waiting for their initial 
consultation or diagnosis.” Louise Tuckett, The Rotherham NHS Foundation Trust, Director of 
Strategy, Planning & Performance

“As an ICB we have worked closely with Consultant Connect and our Provider Organisations for referral 
validation and triage. Consultant Connect are a responsive and professional organisation. They 
have gone out of their way to provide timely support and services. They deliver a service in the 
background that has assisted us to improve the delivery of our services and ultimately more timely 
care to our patients.” Helen West, System Lead for Elective Recovery, Coventry, and Warwickshire 
ICB

“We decided to seize the opportunity to clear some of our backlogs. It’s been a great help to use 
Consultant Connect as part of our armoury in trying to keep the hospital flowing.” NGH deputy chief 
operating officer Carl Holland

What commissioners think

Read | Menopause 
waiting list 
reduced by remote 
consultation

Read | Oxford 
tech company 
Consultant 
Connect helps 
NHS to reduce 
waiting lists

Read | 
Northampton 
General Hospital 
praises service 
to connect 
consultants and 
GPs for reducing 
Covid backlog

Read | NHS 
consultant 
explains how 
triage backlogs 
are being 
addressed

Top 5 most requested speciaties: Cardiology, Gynaecology, ENT, Urology, Neurology

*Based on the ‘average’ OPA cost from the latest tariff is £223 (22-23 National Tariff workbook).

https://www.buildingbetterhealthcare.com/news/article_page/Menopause_waiting_list_reduced_by_remote_consultation/202106
https://www.oxfordmail.co.uk/news/20241400.oxford-tech-company-consultant-connect-helps-nhs-reduce-waiting-lists/?fr=operanews
https://www.northamptonchron.co.uk/health/northampton-general-hospital-praises-service-to-connect-consultants-and-gps-for-reducing-covid-backlog-3361239
https://www.nationalhealthexecutive.com/articles/nhs-consultant-connect-triage-backlogs

